
Dear, excellent designers

We are looking for designers who can design dozens of animals or other charactesr with 3D
or 2D design with 4K, 8K and 12K resolution.

We want to implement 1000NFT 3D designs per animal or other characters with artistic
designs automatically generated by the generative art algorithm.

A total of 12 designs are being prepared, and we are preparing more  than 90 characters now.
Each design will be published in base model and 1000 nft.

All of the characters should be 3d designs if you are more confidenti in 2D,that also okay ,And
then which is art generated by an algorithm.

There are three types we want .

The first : 3D nimal

We like this feel and quality.





If you think ok, you think you can do a great job , we will write a contract and start the project
right away.

Here is our  PROJECT DETAIL

1. character:  ***

2. Hats;Glasses;Earrings;Necklaces;Clothes;Sneakers;pants;Accessories .....
the main concept is  sports fashion  (all of the trait should be different)

Hole body,
different facial expressions

Traits :100

3. You think it's a fashion character avatar

4. male-female ratio (6:4) or (7:3)

5. Please pay attention to the background setting
I want a background that fits the NFT. It's not a single background

6. Resolution is  4K ,8K, 12K
(Different resolutions have different prices)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Second: animal face on man character

We like this feel



Third: It is up to you to choose the field you are most comfortable with.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*We'll let you know later on the character in the field you can

Q:Which type can you do well in ?
A: ( FIRST )     please choose the firs, second ,third

Q:What  solution you can offer?

A:(  12  )K

Q: What is your budget? Basemodel + 1000NFT +100 traigts

A: ( 5500) $

(base model:It remains texturing and rendering, Coloring.It is the the overall base model)

Like this ,We want the hole body ,not half.)

Q: How long will it take total ?

A: (   25   ) ~  (   30   )  days

Payment Method:



There are two payment methods.

1.One payment method is through PayPal.
2.Another is to transfer money to your bank account.
(Cryptocurrency is not supported)

Q:What payment method are you asking for?

A: (    PAYPAL OR BANK TRANSFER     )

Q: Which kind of payment method do you want to choose?

A: Method (    BANK TRANSFER     )

Dear designers, there are many projects waiting for you. We want to do sustainable work with
talented designers, not just one-time collaborations. Since our projects are large, mutual trust is
important.
We would like to have a long-term joint venture with you.

Dear excllent designers who will participate in the project, please send them along with the
corresponding Q & A and your photopolio,send it via personal telegram.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

YOURS:

Email: sharbetawisdom001@gmail.com

Telegram ID: @Sharbetalove

Photopolio URL: https://www.fiverr.com/s2/35767db48e

Thanks allot dear ❤ I will be glad to start in as soon as possible.

https://www.fiverr.com/s2/35767db48e

